
CASE STUDY: Cloud-A User Enables Researcher, 
Student, and Industry collaboration

QReserve, an Ontario based startup that provides an online database of research equipment, 
services and facilities to help researchers, students and industry connect and collaborate has 
recently graduated from Cloud-A’s Seeded program for startups. QReserve applied and was 
accepted into the Seeded program and as a result, received six months of free, unlimited 
infrastructure-as-a-service to help grow their business.

QReserve helps researchers, students and industry connect and collaborate by offering an 
online database of research equipment, services and facilities. Research labs can list their 
equipment and services in QReserve for free and the database is free to search by anybody, 
anywhere. To help universities and colleges participate as a whole, QReserve provides a 
student liaison service that hires, trains and manages local students who work with an 
institution’s researchers to help them get their lab onto QReserve. University administrators 
can then embed QReserve’s platform into their own website to make it easy for internal users 
to collaborate and for external industry and researchers to connect. QReserve has on-boarded 
several institutional customers such as McMaster University, Brock University and UBC 
Okanagan.

QReserve architected their application on Cloud-A where it still runs today. The Canadian 
resident, on-demand, API driven infrastructure-as-a-service that Cloud-A provides gives 
QReserve the agility to scale their infrastructure as they grow, and pay for it when they need it.

“Having QReserve hosted in Canada is important to Canadian universities and colleges 
who trust us with their information. While looking for a Canadian cloud hosting 
company, Cloud-A appealed to us not only for their seeded program that helped 
considerably with cash flow early on but also for their personable and very fast support 
team. When an issue or question arose, I knew I had access to a real person who 
understood and cared about my business.”

Brandon Aubie, CEO / Co-Founder, QReserve

For more information about Qreserve, please visit their website at https://www.qreserve.com or 
contact Brandon Aubie at brandon.aubie@qreserve.com.

QReserve in the news:
Feature in the Hamilton Spector (March 11, 2015)
Feature in University Affairs magazine (October 15, 2014)
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